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Title  Apply continuous batch washing system  

Code  110306L3  

Range  Apply continuous batch washing system to control linen cleaning processes. This applies to 
individuals who are required to apply automated continuous batch washing system by following 
established business procedures as well as to control and complete the linen cleaning process 
in each stage.  

Level  3  

Credit  4  

Competency  Performance Requirements  

1. Knowledge in the subject area 

Be able to 
 describe the categories and characteristics of common clothing items (including 

materials) 
 familiarise with the control methods for automated continuous batch washing system 

and its characteristics 
 understand the safe operation guidelines for automated continuous batch washing 

system and ancillary equipment in the organisation 
 Interpret the common signals of washing system 
 understand the automated linen washing processes and the coordination among related 

parties 
 
2. Application and process 

Be able to 
 set the cleaning priorities and sequencing of linens according to the production plan 
 adjust the cleaning sequence based on actual situation 
 determine the correct loads (e.g. weight, volume) 
 prepare continuous batch washing system as well as detergents and additives in 

accordance with established procedures 
 start up the system to clean linens 
 monitor the system operation to ensure the smooth completion of cleaning processes 
 make appropriate responses according to the system signals and coordinate with related 

parties to solve production issues when there is operational fault of the system and 
ancillary equipment 

 
3. Exhibit professionalism 

Be able to 

 completely control the operation of laundry production and properly coordinate among 
related parties to cope with production issues in a flexible manner 

 observe safety precautions and correctly operate automated continuous batch washing 
system and ancillary equipment 

Assessment 
Criteria  

The integrated outcome requirements of this UoC are the abilities to accomplish: 

 Applying automated continuous batch washing system by following established business 
procedures as well as controlling and completing the linen cleaning process in each 
stage. 
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